The popular Dynamix: now even more versatile.

We can no longer imagine some brands without Schneider’s solid and proven ballpoint pen Dynamix as their advertising item. Now a new rubberized grip zone makes it even more versatile.

The upgrade is called Dynamix Grip. The comfortable grip zone is textured with fine curved lines and makes writing a special experience. Dynamix is characterized by a rather restrained design, which draws the attention immediately to the logo or advertising message which is prominently positioned on the clip or on the barrel, or both.

The Dynamix Grip means high product quality at excellent price-performance ratio. Like all writing instruments by Schneider, it is produced in Germany under strict quality and environmental aspects. Since 1998 we are the only company in the writing instrument industry certified in accordance with the worldwide strictest environmental management system, the EU ecology audit EMAS.
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Schneider’s solid and proven ballpoint pen Dynamix now with a rubberized grip zone.
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